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Introduction
The paper seemed fully accessible to all abilities of candidates. It seemed demanding to
a few candidates as they were often placed in less familiar situations in calculations and
explanations. However, overall their performance was still good giving the paper quite a
high mean mark, with a reasonable standard deviation.
There was no evidence of any candidate being short of time to finish the paper.
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Question 9 (a-c)
This was a fairly straightforward section of entropy calculations and questions. As usual care
was needed in looking up data and execution of the calculations.
In part (i) common errors were the wrong data for the entropy of magnesium chloride or
magnesium, and choosing the wrong column or the wrong row. A ruler is helpful to avoid
this.
In part (ii) there was the usual confusion between moles and molecules. For example ‘Two
molecules go to one molecule’
In (b) many answers were given to four or five significant figures.
In (c) the sign was often lost. More serious were the candidates who confused total entropy
with entropy of surroundings.
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Examiner Comments

(a)(i) Is fine.
(ii) This is a reasonable alternative to gas going to solid, so worth 1 mark.
(b) The value is correct but given to 4 SF, worth 1 mark.
(c) The value is correct but the sign is wrong.

Examiner Tip

It is important to read the question carefully, even in straight
forward calculations. (Read the question twice - RTQ2)
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Examiner Comments

a)(i) The candidate has halved the entropy of chlorine
molecules, but still receives some credit as this is the only error.
(ii) This is a reasonable alternative to gas going to solid, so
worth 1 mark.
(b) The value is a correct TE but given to 5 SF, worth 1 mark.
(c) The value is correct but the sign is wrong.

Examiner Tip

As well as RTQ2: Check for Signs, Units and Significant figures. (SUS!)
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Question 9 (d)(i-iii)
Though the first part was made particularly straightforward by telling candidates they need
to use the volume of solution, this was often not read. The volume of solvent was used.
Some incorrectly converted the volume to dm3.
In (ii), due to a minor error in the stem of the question, answers based on 0.03 mol and
0.05 mol were both acceptable. However, neither seemed to disadvantage candidates. Even
candidates who did both methods seemed to finish the paper strongly and were not affected
by the extra time spent.
There were many who attempted to set up new, incorrect Hess cycles. The sign was often
omitted.
Part (iii) seemed an unfamiliar calculation to most candidates, but they were not put off,
and those with the confidence to apply their skills were successful. It was a good idea to
label the cycle with appropriate symbols and apply Hess from there.
Many candidates either left this part blank or left an unintelligible jumble of numbers.
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Examiner Comments

(i) This is fine with answer in kJ.
(ii) The value is fine but the sign is incorrect, so worth 1 mark.
(iii) This is a well set out calculation, carrying through the transferred error from part
(ii), and fully deserves full marks.
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Examiner Comments

(i) This is out by a factor of 1000 as it is not in kJ.
(ii) They have first divided by 10, then divided by 0.05 (which
alone would be fine, of course), but their answer does not agree
with that, and the sign is not given.
(iii) The only error is failing to divide by 2 so worth 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

Practise this type of calculation.
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Question 9 (d)(iv-v)
(iv) Though quite simple, this diagram seemed unknown to most candidates. Common
errors were to omit the charge on the chloride ion, to include full charges on oxygen and
hydrogen in water, or to bond chloride ions to the oxygen of water.
(v) Many seemed unaware of these changes. However, some were able to work out the
correct reasons. There were many incorrect statements about energy changes in bond
making and bond breaking. There was confusion between water molecules and ions, like
‘the ions are closer in solution’.

Examiner Comments

(iv) This is an instructive incorrect response. The charged ion is
shown bonded to water molecules, but bonded through the nonbonding oxygen electrons.
(v) This includes two common errors. First bond breaking does
not release energy, it requires an input of energy.
Also, the idea that magnesium chloride is a drying agent does
not cause evaporation of water.

Examiner Tip

Remember bond making releases energy.
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Examiner Comments

An example of two good answers.
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Question 10 (a)(i)
Common errors were the omission of any reference to sulfuric acid or omission of the
conditions of reflux or distillation.
A few gave incorrect oxidation states or formulae for dichromate.

Examiner Comments

Sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate(VI) is fine.
The acid concentration could be dilute, concentrated, or omitted on this occasion.

Examiner Tip

‘Distil’ was fine for conditions, as was ‘reflux and distil’.

Examiner Comments

No sulfuric acid so no reagent mark was given.
This was sufficient for the conditions mark, where any mention
of dichromate with the correct condition gained this mark.

Examiner Tip

Always learn names and formula of reactants and
details of conditions, for organic reactions.
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Question 10 (a)(ii)
A few weak candidates gave the state of the product in either part as a solution.
The detail of the second test was often lacking. ‘Iodoform gives a yellow precipitate’ was
typical and gained the fourth mark but not the third.

Question 10 (b)(i-ii)
In part (i) common errors were the omission of the charge on the attacking cyanide ion
or the negative charge on oxygen in the intermediate. Some arrows went in the wrong
direction, particularly from hydrogen to the oxygen in the final step.
In part (ii) many said butanone is planar, which is not true. A few thought a racemic mixture
would not form.

Examiner Comments

This is fine, but for the statement in part (ii) that butanone is planar.

Examiner Tip

The key feature of this nucleophilic addition is the planarity of the bonds around the
carbon of the carbonyl group.
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Question 10 (c)(i)
As usual there were many candidates who confused reaction types giving answers like
nucleophilic substitution.
More instructive were those who gave hydration.
The difference between hydration and hydrolysis needs to be understood. Hydration only
involves bond making. Hydrolysis, as the ending implies, is bonds breaking and making.

Question 10 (c)(ii)

Examiner Comments

This was the most common insufficient answer.

Examiner Tip

Check to see that each question is answered as fully as possible.

Question 10 (c)(iii)
Incorrect values between 10 and 13 were quite common.
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Question 10 (c)(iv)
The answer should say that there are no hydrogen atoms attached to the adjacent carbon
atom.

Examiner Comments

There are two instructive errors in this response. The first which costs the mark is the
reference to the adjacent carbon molecule, rather than atom.
A minor point is writing outside the space provided. If this happens it is best to signal
this in the lined space, to ensure the examiners know.

Examiner Tip

Signal responses which overrun the space given with ‘please
see below’ or ‘please see page xx’.
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Question 10 (d)

Examiner Comments

This answer illustrates two typical mistakes.
First the connection between molecules is by a ketone group.
Second the carbon framework is incorrect.

Examiner Tip

Practise writing polyester formulae.
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Question 11 (a)
Some errors occurred in balancing the equation. Some added or removed electrons.

Examiner Comments

A common error - the entities are correct but two extra electrons are added.

Examiner Tip

If oxidation number changes balance, so do electrons.

Question 11 (b)(i)
This with the other parts of (b) was very discriminating. Colourless was the most common
response.
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Question 11 (b)(ii)
The key was to mention the immediate change of colour.

Examiner Comments

This candidate deserves some sympathy. They have answered
the question in part but failed to give sufficient detail. The
reason no change would be seen is because the blue-black
colour would form immediately.

Question 11(b)(iii)
A reasoned chemical answer was needed here.
Ideally this should have been something about the thiosulfate reducing iodine to iodide as
soon as it formed.

Examiner Comments

A typical muddled response. Notice the reference to iodine
rather an iodide ions. The second part of the answer is totally
wrong. The reaction changes colour when all the thiosulfate ions
have reacted.
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Question 11 (c)
In part (c)(i) the axes were usually the correct way round but labels or units were missing.
Scales were often too small or running in the wrong direction. The points were sometimes
incorrectly plotted or a straight line not drawn.
In part (ii) weaker candidates gave ‘zero order as the graph is a straight line’ which gained
no credit.
In part (iii) the rate constant was often missed. The unit had to be consistent. A transferred
error was allowed from part (ii).
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Examiner Comments

(i) While the axes are the correct way round and correctly
labelled, the scales are too small. The points are incorrectly
plotted and a straight line is not drawn.
(ii) The order is not second.
(iii) The rate constant is missing and the terms are wrong. The
unit is not consistent with the terms.

Examiner Tip

Practise different types of graphical determinations of rates.
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Question 11 (d)(i)
Though this question was set slightly differently to the usual as only two values were given,
the majority of candidates knew how to find the gradient of the line between them.
Some correctly solved two simultaneous equations.
Both methods were acceptable.
Both required care with signs, powers of ten, and units.

Examiner Comments

This was a common error to ignore the constant in the relationship, and
attempt a simple substitution. It showed a total lack of understanding and
gained no credit.
Of course, if the constant had been included, the second equation written
and the simultaneous equation solved then full marks were possible.

Examiner Tip

Practise activation energy calculations.
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Question 11 (d)(ii)

Examiner Comments

This was a sufficient answer.

Question 12 (a)(i)
A great many candidates tried to work this out from Ka for ethanoic acid, which could not be
done and gained no credit.
Many calculated the mass of 0.04 mol correctly but gave 2.4 cm3 which gained no credit.
The relationship between density, volume and mass is crucial to Chemistry and should be
thoroughly learned with each quantity as the subject.

Examiner Comments

This is a typical attempt to use Ka.
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Examiner Comments

Division of 0.04 by the density is not sufficient for the second mark,
and this is even worse here as 0.04 is multiplied by the density.

Examiner Tip

Learn the relationships between density, mass and volume.

Question 12 (a)(ii)
The apparatus used to measure out 2.29 cm3 of liquid accurately is a graduated pipette or
syringe.
Most omitted the word graduated and failed to score.
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Question 12 (a)(iii)
There were several acceptable answers to part (iii). The best gave a full explanation of
the reason, for example, ‘to prevent reaction with oxygen present in air’, or ‘to prevent
evaporation of the volatile organic chemicals’.

Examiner Comments

This was the most common insufficient answer.

Examiner Tip

When a liquid evaporates below its boiling temperature it becomes a vapour.
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Question 12 (a)(iv)
Many chose unfamiliar indicators, which was fine if they would work and the correct colour
change given for the titration of an acid by addition of alkali.
The reason mark was independent but difficult to score for an incorrect selection. Clearly
methyl orange would not change at the end/equivalence point of the reaction.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained one mark for the correct colour change for
this indicator which is just out of range.
Notice the reason omits mention of the weak acid involved.

Examiner Tip

It is best to go with what you have learned - phenolphthalein is the obvious selection.

Examiner Comments

An example of an excellent answer.

Examiner Tip

Practise selecting indicators.
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Question 12 (b)
(i) A few candidates gave the formula for methanol or were unable to give an ester formula.
(ii) Very few realised that the titre for hydrochloric acid had to be subtracted before finding
the amount of ethanoic acid in the mixture.
(iii) Few did not give the same amount here as in (ii).
(iv) Many candidates could not use the equation for the reaction to work out this amount.
(v) Though most could write the expression for the equilibrium constant, many had already
given up, or gave up after writing it.
(vi) Almost everyone realised that the units would cancel, even if they had given up on the
calculation. A few wrongly gave just ‘there are the same number of chemicals on each side
of the equation.
(vii) Very few realised that concentrated hydrochloric acid contains some water despite HCl
being a gas.
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Examiner Comments

(i) The equation is fine
(ii)This gains one mark as the total amount of hydroxide ion and
hence oxonium ions are found, but those from the hydrochloric
acid are ignored.
(iii) and (iv) have nothing of value.
(v) The numerator is missing the concentration of water. There
is no attempt at a calculation.
(vi) This is fine.
(vii) An answer to a later question!

Examiner Tip

Practise equilibrium calculations based on experiments.
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Question 12 (c)(i)
These reaction types were generally well known.
A few gave them the wrong way round.
The hydrolysis reaction was the less well known.

Examiner Comments

The first part is fine.
The second is not true.

Examiner Comments

This gains the second mark only.

Examiner Tip

It is unwise to give two answers unless certain both are correct.
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Question 12(c)(ii)
A common error was to say the values were the same, which they were not.
It is best to say they are concordant, or they are within tolerance of each other.
Many talked about equilibrium being a dynamic state, which was not accepted as it missed
the key point demonstrated by this experiment, that equilibrium reaction are reversible.

Question 12 (c)(iii)
A straightforward finish where most recognised the catalytic role of hydrochloric acid as a
source of protons.
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Paper Summary
To improve their performance candidates should draw on both theory and their practical
work to:
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•

practise calculations of entropy changes, hydration energies, activation energies and
equilibrium constants.

•

practise plotting rate graphs.

•

always consider the reasons and explanations for result of practical work or calculations.

•

learn the organic reactions, with names and formulae of reactants and products,
conditions, and tests for and uses of products.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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